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Gender Differences in A cquisition of

Environmental Knowledge Related to Way® nding
Behavior, Spatial A nxiety and Self-Estimated
Environmental Competencies

Sigrid Schmitz1

Philipps-UniversitaÈ t

This study investigated gender differences in way® nding and representatio n
of an unfamiliar bu ild ing. Thirty-two white G erman adults (undergraduates,
graduates, academic staff, carpenters, social workers) carried out three way-
® nding runs, each followed by a representation task either of drawing a map
or of writing a description of the environment. Self-estimation of spatial
anxiety and environmental competencies was assessed before the task. Men
recalled more route directions in maps and descriptions than women. Inde-
pendent from element quantity, women preferred landmarks to route direc-
tions under both conditions. Men preferred mixed representations with sim i-
lar proportions of landmarks and route directions in their ® rst and second
representation and showed a weak landmark preference on ly in the last
representation. Route direction preferences related to higher speed in way-
® nding (more men) and higher self-estimation of way® nding competence.
Landmark preferences related , in women only, to higher self-estimated levels
of spatial anxiety. Speed in way® nding, self-estim ation of competencies, and
spatial anxiety overlapped predictab ility of gender on differences in environ-
mental representation.

Environmental research theory distinguishe s between two types of environ-

mental knowle dge: route knowledge and con® gurational knowledge (e.g.,

Evans, 1980; Golledge , 1987) . Route knowledge include s important land-

marks in the environment, the route s connecting them and the order of route

turns (relational directions such as right, le ft, straight ahead) in way® nding.

1To whom corre spondence should be addresse d at the FB Biologie-Zoologie, Philipps-
Unive rsitaÈ t, D-35032 Marburg. E-mail: schmitz1@mailer.uni-marburg.de
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Con ® gurational knowledge refers to a more ``global’ ’ representation of

the environme nt according to an Euclidean reference system. Cardinal

directions and metric distances serve as coordinate s to map spatial relation-

ships among distinctive locations within a network of route s (GaÈ rling,

Lindbe rg, Carre iras, & BoÈ oÈ k, 1986) .

There has been much discussion about the developmental course of envi-

ronmental knowle dge , both ontoge netically and microgenetically. Siege l and

White (1975) propose d that environmental learning and deve lopment follow

a series of stage s from landmark knowle dge to route knowledge and ® nally to

survey (i.e ., con® gurational) knowle dge. Whereas the results of some studie s

support this mode l (Cohen & Schuepfer, 1980; Evans, 1980; Evans, Mar-

rero, & Butle r, 1981) , othe r studie s show that route knowle dge can be ac-

quired prior to landmark knowle dge (GaÈ rling, BoÈ oÈ k, Lindbe rg, & Nilsson,

1981) or even without landmarks at all (A llen, 1988) . Moreover, survey

knowledge can already be acquired during the initial period of an environ-

mental learning task (Holding & Holding, 1989; Monte llo & Pick, 1993) .

This controve rsy led to the assumption that diffe rent information pro-

cessing systems, rather than one general mechanism, unde rlie environme n-

tal learning. The current question of environmental research is how these

processes inte ract or may be referred to alternative ly by different subje cts

and unde r diffe rent conditions. For example , a mapping task allows a person

to colle ct information simultane ously about an environment and thus proba-

bly facilitate s the acquisition of con® gurational knowle dge , such as metric

distances and cardinal directions (Evans & Pezdek, 1980) . In a way® nding

task, environmental information is available only step by step through

trave ling and a person may focus on memorizing the sequence of route

directions and landmarks (Galea & Kimura, 1993; Ward, Newcombe, &

Overton, 1986) . This example refers to at least two diffe rent information

processing systems (simultaneously and sequentially) and two diffe rent

strategies in environme ntal learning (con® gurational and route strategy) .

Even within the route strategy, a set of substrate gie s re¯ ects diffe rent

relationships between landmarks and route directions (Anooshian, 1996) .

To give a route instruction, a person may refer only to a landmark as in

``go to the big building,’ ’ add relational directions as in ` t̀urn le ft at the

bridge ,’ ’ or may only use route directions such as ` ®̀ rst turn right, then

turn left’ ’ (Pick, Monte llo, & Somerville , 1988) . Con® gurational information

can be used instead of landmarks and route directions such as `̀ go 3 mile s

north’ ’ instead of ` t̀urn le ft at the church’ ’ (Ward et al., 1986) . Preferences

for one strategy over the other may help explain the varie ty in quantity

and quality of competencie s in way® nding and environme ntal knowle dge .

This study inve stigate d gender diffe rences in preferred strategie s on

way® nding and the acquisition of environme ntal knowle dge. Past research
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comparing maps and /or route instructions produce d by women or men has

shown mixed results. Female students recalled more landmarks in route de-

scriptions following a mapping task (Mille r & Santoni, 1986) , and more land-

marks and fewer route s in drawn maps of a familiar campus area compared

to men (McGuine ss & Sparks, 1983) . Galea and Kimura (1993) found that

male unde rgraduate s outpe rformed women in route learning from a nove l

map, whereas women outpe rformed men in landmark recall. This female

advantage could not be attribute d to a superior visual-ite m memory. In con-

trast, Ward et al. (1986) did not ® nd gender diffe rences in the number of

landmarks in route instructions, but male college students referred to more

cardinal directions and mileage estimations than did women.

Contradictory results have also been reported in terms of the accuracy

of con® gurational knowle dge. Female students’ maps of the ir campus area

were more accurate in inte rbuilding distance s, whereas male students’ maps

showed a highe r position accuracy of building arrange ment (McGuinness &

Sparks, 1983) . Some studie s have found a male advantage in directional accu-

racy (Galea & Kimura, 1993; Holding & Holding, 1989; Lawton, 1996; Law-

ton, Charle ston, & Zieles, 1996; Mille r & Santoni, 1986) . Other studies could

not con® rm gender diffe rences in pointing accuracy (Golledge , Ruggle s, Pe l-

legrino, & Gale , 1993; Monte llo & Pick, 1993; Sadalla & Monte llo, 1989)

or in distance accuracy between campus buildings (Kirasic, Allen, & Siege l,

1984) . Golledge, Doughe rty, and Bell (1995) found that female and male

students performed equally in estimating distances and directions to land-

marks both after a compute r-simulate d trave l through and a mapping of an

unfamiliar route system.

Overall, these results show gender diffe rences in route knowle dge (i.e .,

a male advantage in both route learning and route recalling compared

with a female advantage in landmark recalling) , whereas differences in the

accuracy of con® gurational knowledge are not consistent. Additional results

of these studies reveal some inte resting aspects. The male advantage in

route number on campus maps under free-recall condition (McGuinne ss &

Sparks, 1983) vanished after all participants had been prompted to exclu-

sive ly draw the route s between three particular buildings. The male advan-

tage of reporting more cardinal directions in route instructions (Ward et

al., 1986) diminishe d after all participants had been prompted to use cardinal

directions. Differences in angular errors between particular buildings on

campus maps Ð some favoring men, othe rs favoring women Ð could be re-

lated to gender diffe rences in the frequency of visiting these locations

(Kirasic et al., 1984) . Mille r and Santoni (1986) , who found a male advantage

in directional accuracy and a female advantage in landmark recall, reexam-

ined accuracy scores with landmark scores entered as covariate s. Gender

diffe rences in accuracy were then no longe r signi® cant.
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In conclusion, gender differences in environme ntal knowle dge may be

related to ``stylistic preferences’ ’ in the use of diffe rent environmental

strategies rathe r than to diffe rent competencie s (Ward et al., 1986) . Women

prefer a more landmark-base d strategy, whereas men prefer a more con® g-

urational (Euclidean) strategy (Galea & Kimura, 1993) . These assumptions

are supporte d by studie s conducte d by Lawton (1994, 1996) , who assessed

the self-reported use of way® nding strategie s. She categorized orientation

strategy (reference to metric distances and cardinal directions; i.e ., con® gu-

rational knowle dge ) against route strategy (reference to landmarks and

route directions) . In general, men reported a highe r use of the orientation

strategy, whereas more women preferred to rely on the route strategy. The

preferred use of the orientation strategy related to a male advantage in

pointing accuracy (Lawton, 1996) and to better results in a task of spatial

perception (Lawton, 1994) .

If gender differences in environme ntal knowle dge are based in part

on gender-related differences in preferred environmental strategie s, we

have to take a serious look at external and inte rnal mediators that relate

to such strategie s. First, diffe rent task conditions have to be conside red in

environmental knowle dge acquisition and externalization (for reviews see

Bryant, 1984; Kitchin, 1996a; Monte llo, 1991) . A drawn map presents infor-

mation simultane ously, whereas a route instruction can give information

only sequentially. Prompting the participants to a certain performance

criterion (e.g., route recall, the use of cardinality) may shift recall prefer-

ences in externalization (McGuinne ss & Sparks, 1983; Ward et al., 1986) .

Second, a varie ty of inte rnal mediators probably in¯ uence strategie s

in environme ntal learning (for reviews see Blade s, 1991; Evans, 1980;

Golledge , 1987) . Kitchin (1996b) combined theorie s from the 1970s to the

present in a conceptual schema of environme nt ± behavior inte raction. This

conception emphasize s the importance of the individual as an actor within

the environment rathe r than as a passive receive r of environme ntal informa-

tion. Against the background of a dynamic memory system, the actor selects

and ® lters environme ntal information before it is stored in his or her mem-

ory. These decision-making processes are guided by previously stored infor-

mation in association with the ir emotional context (e.g., anxie ty vs. security

in way® nding, pleasantne ss vs. unpleasantne ss of locations) . Thus, emotion-

ally biased experiences acquire d through real-world activitie s work as antici-

patory schemata in the use of environme ntal learning strategie s.

A lthough several authors point out the importance of affective disposi-

tion in environmental behavior (Amedeo, 1993; Anooshian & Siegel, 1985;

Kitchin, 1996b; KuÈ ller, 1991; Russe l & Snodgrass, 1987) , only a few studie s

have inve stigate d such relationships in detail. Kozlowski and Bryant (1977)

found that pointing accuracy was positive ly associate d with a self-reported
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``sense of direction,’ ’ which itse lf re lated negative ly to spatial anxie ty

(``worry about becoming lost’ ’ ). Pleasantne ss or unpleasantne ss of locations

affected the accuracy of distance estimation between them (Herman,

Mille r, & Shiraki, 1987; Smith, 1984) . As to gender diffe rences, LaGrone

(1969) reported that women more often feel disorie nted with regard to

the ir `̀ sense of direction’ ’ than men. Bryant (1982) also found that men,

in general, reported a better `̀ sense of direction,’ ’ whereas women scored

highe r levels of `̀ worry about becoming lost.’ ’ Lawton’ s environme ntal

questionnaire revealed highe r leve ls of spatial anxie ty for women compared

with men. Spatial anxie ty related negative ly to the use of the orientation

strategy and to pointing accuracy (Lawton, 1996) .

Schmitz (1995, 1997) inve stigate d relationships among anxie ty, way-

® nding behavior, and the acquisition of environmental knowle dge in adole s-

cence. Students, age s 10 to 17, who rated themselve s as having highe r levels

of anxie ty, conducted way® nding in an unfamiliar environme nt (a three-

dimensional maze) more slowly than less anxious ones. Highly anxious

participants also tended to use a highe r proportion of landmarks compared

with route directions in maps and descriptions of this environme nt. Girls,

in general, scored highe r leve ls of anxie ty, showed less speed in way® nding,

and recalled a highe r percentage of landmarks against route directions

compared with boys. These results indicate that spatial anxie ty not only

relate s to self-reported strategy use (as Lawton showed) but also to real-

world way® nding behavior (anxie ty Ð speed in way® nding) and to the acqui-

sition of environme ntal knowle dge (anxie tyÐ landmark preference).

This study used a similar approach to Schmitz (1995, 1997) in examining

gender diffe rences in adults’ use of route strategy. This investigation focused

on how preferences for landmarks against route directions are related to

way® nding behavior and self-evaluation of spatial anxie ty and environmen-

tal competencies. Participants had to ® nd a route in an unknown building

three times and were asked to recall the acquire d environmental knowledge

after each way® nding run. No performance criteria were given before or

during the task to avoid any prompting. Two recall conditions, e ithe r in

drawing or in writing, were chosen to evaluate effects of different external-

ization technique s. Se lf-estimated spatial anxie ty and environme ntal com-

petencie s were assessed in a questionnaire prior to the way® nding task.

METHOD

Participants

A total of 32 white German adults, 17 women (mean age 30.8, SD 5 4.4)

and 15 men (mean age 30.3, SD 5 3.9) participate d in this study. All were
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unfamiliar with the building in which the way® nding task took place . Under-

graduate s, graduate s, and members of the academic staff working in other

parts of the unive rsity, as well as professions such as carpentry or social work,

made up both female and male subgroups. The participants were told (a) that

the study aimed to reveal individual strategie s in environmental learning, (b)

that no `̀ best strategy’ ’ existed and that every personal strategy had its own

pros and cons, and (c) that there was no performance criterion in this task.

Materials

Route System

The way® nding task was carried out on the second ¯ oor of the biologi-

cal institute at Marburg University (Figure 1). Three main corridors connect

three staircase s (A , D, C) and meet at a T-crosspoint. The staircase s and

corridors are separate d from each other by walls with no visual connection

between them. Staircase s C and D both have two exits to opposite corridors

that lead to the main corridor; staircase A has only one exit. Every main

corridor follows a series of right-angle turns making only short route seg-

ments visible from any one point. Several right-angle corridors branch off

the main route ending at closed doors. To most of the visitors, this corridor

system give s the impression of a maze because a person has to pass an

endle ss numbe r of similar corridors when searching for a particular room.

Yet, some landmarks serve as way® nding aids: some old cupboards, a couple

of chairs with a table , refrigerators and garbage bins at particular route

turns, and poste rs on the walls and doors. All Exit signs were covered

during the way® nding task.

Recall Conditions for Environmental Representation

Half of the participants were asked to draw maps on a sheet of pape r

(30 3 42 cm), including the outline s of the building and the three staircase s,

A , D, and C. The other half had to write down descriptions of the explored

¯ oor on a lined sheet of pape r.

Questionnaire

A questionnaire was developed to assess the participants ’ se lf-estima-

tion of spatial anxie ty and environmental competencie s. Ratings on origi-



Fig. 1. A ground ¯ oor plan of the route system: A , D, C 5 staircase s, 1 5 garbage
bins, 2 5 cupboards, 3 5 tables and chairs, 4 5 refrige rators, 5 5 she lves, 6 5 door
in the corridor.
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nally 11 items were given on a 4-point scale ranging from `̀ nearly never’ ’

(1) to ``nearly always’ ’ (4). One item did not distinguish between two factors

of environmental competencie s and was therefore exclude d from furthe r

analyse s. The remaining items are shown in Table I. The Cronbach alpha

coef® cient was .80 for spatial anxie ty (four items), .66 for way® nding compe-

tence (three items), and .73 for con® gurational competence (three items).

To differentiate between spatial anxie ty and other aspects of anxie ty, a

standardize d scale used to assess test anxie ty (seven items) was include d

from the German version of the Work and Family Organization Test

(Spence & Helmreich, 1978) .

Procedure

The participants were tested individually. First each participant was

asked to complete the questionnaire in a room on the ground ¯ oor of the

building. The participant was then told that he or she would now be taken

to anothe r part of the building to carry out a way® nding task. A walk-a-

meter was adjuste d to the individual’ s length of stride and the experimenter

led the participant up staircase D to the second ¯ oor. On the staircase , the

participant was instructed to ® nd exit C on this ¯ oor and was ensured that

he or she could take as much time as needed. The experimenter followe d

Tab le I. Itemsa and Factor Loadingsb in Scale s of Questionnaire

Factor

Item 1 2 3

Spatial Anxiety
I am afraid of losing my orientation outside. .89 2 .16 2 .09
I am afraid of getting lost in an unknown city. .84 2 .24 2 .07

In an unknown environment, I prefer to walk in .78 2 .09 2 .22
a group rather than to walk alone.

When I get lost on a walk, I ge t nervous. .73 .25 2 .22

Way® nding compe tence
When someone gives me a route instruction, I will 2 .06 .78 2 .04

® nd my destination easily.
When I give others a route instruction, they will .01 .77 2 .21

® nd their destination easily.

I will ® nd my way well even in an unfamiliar city. 2 .14 .68 .47
Con® gurational compe tence

I am good at estimating distances. 2 .18 .06 .82

I have problems in estimating distances between 2 .28 .05 .78
two places.c

I am bad at reading maps.c 2 .04 .32 .78

aThe items are translated from the German version of the questionnaire .
bFactor analysis was conducted on responses of 74 participants (see text).
cThese items were reverse coded.
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the participant recording the route on a ¯ oor plan. When the participant

reached exit C, he or she was led to the staircase and the walk-a-me ter

data (time, meter) were added to the protocol out of the participant’ s view.

Now the participant had to ® nd exit A starting from C. Data recording was

performed as before . The ® nal section of this ® rst run was to return to exit

D starting from A. The participant was then led back to the ground ¯ oor

room and was asked for a representation of the uppe r ¯ oor. So as not to

prompt the participants to use othe r strategie s in way® nding and knowledge

acquisition than spontane ously opted for, the information about the exter-

nalization task was ® rst given after the way® nding run. Participants were

randomly assigne d eithe r to draw a map or to write a description (recall

condition) . Participants asking whether they had to refer to corridor

segments/route turns or to distinctive landmarks were told to state the

importance of these cues for the ir personal way® nding performance . The

second way® nding run was conducted from exit A via C to D, followe d by a

second representation (same recall condition for each participant as before).

The third run led from exit C via A to D, followe d by a third representation.

Data A nalysis

Way® nding Measures

Errors were coded from the experimenter’ s protocol as every incorre ct

choice at the crosspoint, at a route turn or junction. For each run, sum of

errors in its three sections were computed (e.g., for the ® rst run: errors on

the way from [D to C] 1 [C to A] 1 [A to D]). The average speed per

run was calculate d as total distance in meters per total time in this run.

This was done instead of computing the average speed in the three sections

of one run because section A Û D was shorte r than the others. This

section was often walked through with higher speed. Thus, the computing

of ave rage speed in the three sections would distort the average speed per

run to the higher value for the shorter section. In addition, initial speed

was calculate d for the ® rst section of the ® rst run (from exit D to C). This

was done because some of the participants , starting from D, ® rst went to

exit A in search of exit C, thus acquiring useful information for the second

section of the run. Thus, only the parameter initial speed re¯ ected way® nd-

ing behavior in a comple tely unknown environment.

Environmental Representation

Maps and descriptions were scored by two raters for the following

four categories:
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c Landmarks Ð each drawn or recalled feature (e.g., cupboards, garbage

bins, refrigerators, chairs, table s, she lve s) and each speci® ed door,

window, or poste r on corridor walls
c Route Directions Ð each drawn route turn and additional indication

such as `̀ right’ ’ and `̀ le ft’ ’ in the maps and each described direction

(e.g., right, le ft, straight ahead, way back, turn round)
c Distances Ð each recall of a metric distance
c Con ® gurational cues Ð each reference to the relation between the ex-

its, corridors, and the building con® guration (e.g., `̀ exits A and D

vertically on line with exit C,’ ’ ``A and D are in the upper part of the

building and C is in the lower part’ ’ ); none of the participants men-

tioned cardinal directions that could also have been include d in this

category.

According to Galea and Kimura (1993) and Ward et al. (1986) land-

marks and route directions in environmental representation re¯ ect an exter-

nalization of route knowle dge , whereas metric distance s and con® gurational

cues re¯ ect an externalization of con® gurational knowle dge. In this study,

only two men used metric distance s and only seven women and four men

mentioned a con® gurational cue (and then, in only one or two of their

representations) . Therefore , the two con® gurational categorie s were

droppe d from furthe r analysis. Score r agreement (Pearson corre lation) was

.91, .94, and .93 for the number of landmarks in the three representations

and .95, .97, and .98 for the number of route directions.

RESULTS

Questionnaire Scales

The small sample size in this study (N 5 32) did not allow the use of

factor analyse s to check the questionnaire for scale deve lopment. However,

because the same questionnaire was used in anothe r way® nding task with

adults (Neidhardt, 1997) , additional data on 42 participants were available .

A principle compone nts analysis, with oblique rotation, was conducte d on

the response s to the 11 items now including a total of N 5 74. This analysis

extracted three factors with Eigenvalue s greater than 1.00 corresponding to

the scales of self-estimated spatial anxie ty, way® nding, and con® gurational

competence. The factor loadings for the 10 items that distinguishe d between

the three scale s are shown in Table I.

Participants in this study also had to rate self-estimation on a standard-

ized scale of test anxie ty. The correlation between spatial anxie ty and test
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anxie ty was not signi® cant, r(32) 5 .28, p 5 .11. Thus, the two scale s re¯ ect

diffe rent aspects of anxie ty. The lack of corre lation between test anxie ty

and either self-estimated way® nding competence , r(32) 5 2 .03, p 5 .86,

or self-estimated con® gurational competence, r(32) 5 2 .08, p 5 .64, indi-

cates that the competence scales diffe r clearly from test anxie ty.

Way® nding Behav ior

Figure 2 illustrate s the mean number of errors and the average speed

in three way® nding runs for women and men. Chi-square measure s were

used to calculate effects of eithe r gender or runs on the number of errors

because these data did not meet the criterion for homoge ne ity of variance .

Speed data were submitted to a repeated-measure s MANOVA with gender

Fig. 2. Mean number of errors and ave rage speed in three way® nding runs for women (n 5
17) and men (n 5 15). Initial speed in the ® rst section of run 1 (from exit D to C) is shown
as a single data point. Standard deviation is presented in error bars, tp , .10, *p , .05.
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as the between-subje cts factor and successive runs as the within-subje cts

factor.

The analysis con® rmed a signi® cant decrease in errors, Friedman x 2

(2, N 5 32) 5 42.76, p , .001, and a smalle r but also signi® cant increase

in speed, F(2, 56) 5 5.42, p 5 .007, h 5 .14, from runs 1 to 3. A main effect

of gender was marginally signi® cant for speed, F(1, 28) 5 3.95, p 5 .055,

h 5 .11, but only weak in effect size . Post hoc t tests con® rmed a highe r

speed for men in the last run (t 5 2.25, p 5 .03) . In addition, men tended

to walk faster in the ® rst section of run 1 (`̀ initial speed,’ ’ represented by

the solid datapoints in the plot of `̀ speed,’ ’ in Figure 2) than women (t 5
1.70, p , .10) . Analyse s of errors revealed no signi® cant effect of gender.

There was no inte raction between gender and runs for any of the way® nd-

ing measure s.

A lthough men’ s length of stride (mean 76.9 cm, SD 5 7.1) was slightly

longe r than women’ s (mean 72.9 cm, SD 5 5.0) , neither the gender diffe r-

ences nor the corre lation between length of stride and initial speed were

signi® cant. The initial speed related signi® cantly to the speed in run 2,

r(32) 5 .55, p 5 .001, and to the speed in run 3, r(32) 5 .66, p , .001. A

signi® cant corre lation could also be establishe d between speed in runs 2

and 3, r(32) 5 .74, p , .001. Thus, the highe r a participant’ s initial speed

the highe r it was in the following runs and vice versa. There were no such

inte rrelations for errors.

Environmental Representation

The scatterplots of three successive representations (Figure 3) show

the number of landmarks and route directions for each participant. These

variable s were submitted to repeated-measure s MANOVA with gender

and recall condition (map or description) as the between-subje cts factors

and successive environme ntal representations as the within-subje cts factor.

Quantitative Analysis

A signi® cant effect of gender, F(1, 28) 5 6.48, p 5 .02, h 5 .19, indicate d

that women, in general, recalled fewer route directions than men. The

gender diffe rences held for representation 1 (mean women 5 4.2, SD 5
5.3; mean men 5 8.7, SD 5 5.8; t 5 2.30, p 5 .03) and representation 2

(mean women 5 4.3, SD 5 4.6; mean men 5 8.3, SD 5 4.9; t 5 2.38, p 5
.02) , but not for representation 3 (mean women 5 5.6, SD 5 6.3; mean

men 5 9.1, SD 5 5.5; t 5 1.65, p 5 .11) . No gender diffe rences were found
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Fig. 3. Number of landmarks against route directions for women (n 5 17) and men (n 5 15)
in individual representations (1 to 3) such as drawn maps or written descriptions.

in the number of landmarks, F(1, 28) 5 .09, p 5 .76, neither in representation

1 (mean women 5 6.1, SD 5 4.2; mean men 5 5.9, SD 5 3.6; t 5 .13, p 5
.90) nor in representation 2 (mean women 5 8.1, SD 5 3.8; mean men 5
7.9, SD 5 4.9; t 5 .12, p 5 .91) or in representation 3 (mean women 5
9.8, SD 5 4.8; mean men 5 11.4, SD 5 6.6; t 5 .78, p 5 .44) . The analysis
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of landmark numbers yielded a signi® cant increase from representations 1

to 3, F(2, 56) 5 18.80, p , .001, h 5 .40, whereas the mean number of

route directions did not increase signi® cantly. The main effect of the recall

condition was not signi® cant and there were no inte ractions between gender

and recall condition according to route directions, F(1,28) 5 .02, p 5 .90,

and landmarks, F(1.28) 5 .09, p 5 .76. However, a signi® cant inte raction

between recall condition and repeated representation was found, F(2, 56)

5 9.34, p , .001, h 5 .25. Map-condition participants drew more landmarks

(t 5 3.34, p 5 .002) and more route directions (t 5 2.52, p 5 .02) in

the ir last map than description condition participants mentione d in their

last description.

Analysis of Preferences

The analysis of element number does not reveal any information about

recall preferences in representation independent of the ir quantity. Suppose

there were some men who recalled many landmarks and route directions

compared with some women who recalled only a high number of landmarks.

The group average would re¯ ect a similar number of landmarks for women

and men but more route directions for men. In terms of recall preferences,

however, the men preferred a mixed landmark /route direction representa-

tion, whereas the women preferred predominantly landmark maps. The

breakdown of data in the scatterplots shows such relationships between

landmarks and route directions for each participant’ s representation. Some

participants clearly recalled more landmarks compared with route direc-

tions. Other participants gave mixed representations (datapoints along the

dashed line s), and even others used predominantly route directions. Be-

cause gender differences in such preferences were a focus point of this

study, a preference score (number of landmarks 2 number of route

directions /number of landmarks 1 route directions) was calculate d for each

representation. The scores ranged between 1 1 and 2 1, with positive value s

indicating a preference for landmarks, negative value s indicating a prefer-

ence for route directions, and value s around zero re¯ ecting mixed represen-

tations. This preference score was then independent of the element quantity

in the representation.

A repeated-measure s MANOVA was computed for these scores with

gender and recall condition (map or description) as the between-subje cts

factors and successive representations as the within-subjects factor. The

mean preference scores in Table II are subdivide d only for women and

men because no signi® cant main effect of condition, F(1,28) 5 1.01, p 5
.32, and no inte raction between gender and condition, F 5 .34, p 5 .56,
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Table II. Pre ference Scores for Landmarks Against Route Directionsa in Three Represe nta-
tions

Women Men

M (SD) M (SD) t p (two tailed)

Represe ntation 1 .36 (.61) 2 .04 (.59) 1.86 0.07
2 .48 (.40) 2 .02 (.39) 3.58 0.001

3 .40 (.51) .19 (.50) 1.17 0.25

Note. Mean scores (M), standard deviations (SD) for women (n 5 17) and men (n 5 15) .
aPositive scores re ¯ ect preferences for landmarks, negative score s re ¯ ect preference s for route
directions, and score s around zero re¯ ect no preferences.

were found. The analysis of variance yielded signi® cant diffe rences associ-

ated with gender, F(1, 28) 5 5.24, p 5 .03, h 5 .16. Women, in general,

preferred landmarks in all three representations, whereas men used similar

amounts of landmarks and route directions in the ® rst and second represen-

tation and showed weak landmark preferences only in the ir third represen-

tation. Thus, the smalle r group average for women in number of route

directions compared with men re¯ ected individual preferences for land-

marks and neglect of route direction information.

The preference scores in three successive representations were highly

correlated (representations 1 and 2: r(32) 5 .79, p , .001; representations

1 and 3: r(32) 5 .69, p , .001; representations 2 and 3: r(32) 5 .48, p ,
.01) . Participants who preferred landmarks in the ir ® rst representation also

did so in the following representations, whereas othe rs showed a permanent

preference for route directions or mixed representation through all trials.

Relationships Between Questionnaire Scale s, Way® nding Behav ior, and

Preferences in Environmental Representation

Correlation Analyses

Table III shows corre lations between questionnaire and way® nding

measure s on the one hand and preference scores in three successive repre-

sentations on the other hand. A signi® cant positive relationship between

spatial anxie ty and preference scores for women indicate d that those who

scored higher leve ls of spatial anxie ty preferred landmarks in the three

representations more than the less anxious ones. For men, negative corre la-

tions were not signi® cant. Self-estimated way® nding competence corre lated

negative ly with the landmark preference scores in all representations, with

signi® cant value s only for the female subgroup.

Initial speed ( ® rst section of run 1) was taken as a dependent variable
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Table III. Spearman Rank Correlations (r) Between Questionnaire Measure s, Initial Speed,a

Errors in Way® nding, and Prefe rence Scores in Three Representations

Pre ference Score in Represe ntation

1 2 3

Spatial anxiety Entire sample .11 .15 2 .01
Women .66** .67** .43t

Men 2 .41 2 .25 2 .51t

Way® nding Entire sample 2 .52** 2 .49** 2 .52**
compe tence Women 2 .49* 2 .50* 2 .65**

Men 2 .28 2 .29 2 .27
Con® gurational Entire sample 2 .22 2 .31t 2 .07

compe tence Women 2 .33 2 .37 2 .23
Men .09 2 .07 .18

Initial speed Entire sample 2 .47** 2 .40* 2 .29

Women 2 .39 2 .44t 2 .09
Men 2 .53 2 .30 2 .50t

Errors in run 1 Entire sample 2 .12

Women 2 .09
Men 2 .18

Errors in run 2 Entire sample .42*
Women .42t

Men .17
Errors in run 3 Entire sample .11

Women .28

Men 2 .17

aSpeed in the ® rst section of run 1 (from exit D to C).
tp , .10, *p , .05, **p , .01.

for way® nding behavior in a comple tely unknown environme nt. Further-

more, it re¯ ected a permanent personal leve l of speed through the whole

task because it related signi® cantly to the speed in the following runs. A

signi® cant negative corre lation was found between initial speed and the

preference score in the ® rst and second representation, indicating a highe r

preference for route directions with participants of highe r speed. The num-

ber of errors in the second way® nding run correlated positive ly with the

preference for landmarks in the corresponding representation.

Regression Analyses

A series of multiple -regression analyse s were carried out to determine

how much of the variance in preference scores was accounte d for

independently by gender, questionnaire , and way® nding measures. The

preference score in the ® rst representation was de ® ned as the dependent

variable . Only this ® rst representation re¯ ected unprompted personal
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preferences in following a way® nding run in which the participants had

not known yet what they had to do afterward. This preference score

also held for permanent personal preferences due to its signi® cant

correlation to the scores in the following representations. Gender pre-

dicted only a small amount of variance on the preference score , R2 5
.10, F(1, 30) 5 3.48, p 5 .07. The addition of self-estimated way® nding

competence (change in R2 5 .16) accounted for a signi® cant change in

variance , F(2, 29) 5 5.14, p 5 .01, whereas the subsequent addition of

self-estimated con® gurational competence and spatial anxie ty had no

furthe r effect and were therefore excluded from analysis. The subsequent

addition of initial speed (change in R2 5 .11) and errors in run 2 (change

in R2 5 .03) increased the predictability of variance over gender and

way® nding competence , R2 5 .40, F(4, 27) 5 4.53, p 5 .006. A ® nal

model of stepwise regression analysis showed that the preference score

was independently predicted by initial speed (b 5 2 .38, t 5 2.48, p 5
.02) and way® nding competence (b 5 -.39, t 5 2.55, p 5 .02) but not

signi® cantly by gender or errors in run 2.

Because analysis had revealed opposite corre lations between spatial

anxie ty and preference scores for the female (positive ) and male (negative )

subgroups (see Table III), an additional regression analysis was conducte d

separate ly for both groups with the preference score as the dependent

variable and with initial speed, errors in run 2, spatial anxie ty, and self-

estimated way® nding competence as the independent variable s. For women,

the combination of all four variable s predicted the variance of the prefer-

ence score signi® cantly, R2 5 .53, F(4, 12) 5 3.42, p 5 .04, with only spatial

anxie ty be ing independently predictive (b 5 .60, t 5 2.87, p 5 .01) . For

men, only the combination of all four variable s was marginally signi® cant,

R2 5 .57, F(4, 10) 5 3.33, p 5 .06.

DISCUSSION

This study investigate d gender differences in the use of landmarks and

route directions in three environmental representations of an unfamiliar

corridor system following three way® nding tasks. Associations between

way® nding behavior, self-estimated spatial anxie ty and competencie s, and

preferences in externalization of environme ntal knowle dge were examined.

Most of the participants spontane ously referred to route knowledge

in environmental representations of the previously explored building. They

predominantly recalled information about the direction of route turns in

the corridor system and the landmarks they passed. Few participants in

this study mentione d a small number of metric distance s or con® gurational
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cues. These results are consistent with ® ndings from Ward et al. (1986) ,

who found a predominance of route strategy over con® gurational strategy

in spontane ous route instructions.

Gender diffe rences in environmental strategie s have been described

as consisting of a male preference for the con® gurational strategy and a

female preference for the route strategy (Galea & Kimura, 1993; Lawton,

1996; Ward et al., 1986) . The results of this study show that gender differ-

ences also appear in components of the route strategy when conside red

separate ly. In terms of recall preferences, independent of element quantity,

more women showed a preference for landmarks in environme ntal repre-

sentations and neglected route directions. Men, in general, did not recall

fewer landmarks but in adding more route directions they gave mixed

representations, including landmarks and route directions. Only in the ir

last representation did men show a weak shift to landmark preferences.

This shift may be due to an increase of recalled landmarks through repeated

representations, whereas the number of route directions remained more

or less constant. The gender differences were relative ly weak in effect size .

The breakdown of individual data showed a range of recall preferences

with some women also preferring route directions and some men also

preferring landmarks.

A lthough men, in general, showed a weak shift to landmark preferences

toward the end of the task, individual preferences strongly related through-

out the three representations. A participant’ s lasting preference for eithe r

a landmark-base d, a mixed, or a directional-base d strategy was laid down

in the ® rst representation and maintaine d through the following trials.

Personal ``stylistic preferences’ ’ in environme ntal representation, as ® rst

propose d by Ward et al. (1986) , therefore seem to underlie knowle dge

externalization even if the element quantity increases with progre ssing

experience (from representations 1 to 3). Only in drawn maps did the

number of recalled elements increase until the end of the task, whereas

participants who gave descriptions mentione d similar quantitie s in their

second and third representation. Most of these participants wrote detailed

descriptions of the uppe r ¯ oor in their second representation. When they

had to write down the whole description again for a third time, some

participants decided to refer partly to the former manuscript. As there

were no effects of recall condition on the preferences for landmarks versus

route directions, it may be assumed that the technique of externalization

(drawn map or written description) relate s to the quantity of representation

rather than to preferred strategies.

Higher speed in way® nding related to a predominance of recalled

route directions against landmarks. As for recall preferences, corre lation

analysis con® rmed permanent quicke r or slower walkers through the
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whole task. A participant’ s initial speed in the ® rst section of way® nding

(i.e ., exploring the comple tely unfamiliar corridor system) related to his

or her speed in all the following runs. Thus, quicke r walke rs seemed to

rely predominantly on route directions, whereas slower walkers preferred

landmarks as way® nding aids. Women, in general, walked the unknown

corridor system more slowly than men did. These effects did not relate

to physiologica l parameters such as length of stride , but regression

analysis showed that initial way® nding speed overlappe d the predictability

of gender on preferences for route directions to landmarks. The results

of this study could not explain why women and men differed in way® nding

speed and, associate d with speed, showed different preferences in environ-

mental representation. However, in a study with students, age s 10 to

17, highe r leve ls of anxie ty (more girls) related to slower speed in

way® nding and to landmark preferences, whereas highe r speed (more

boys) also related to route direction preferences (Schmitz, 1995, 1997) .

In this study with adults, spatial anxie ty was also extracted as a strong

predictor but only for women’ s landmark preferences; that is, more

anxious women preferred landmarks against route directions more so

than less anxious ones. In addition, participants who rated themselve s

as having highe r leve ls of way® nding competence before the task showed

a predominance for route directions in comparison to those with a lower

self-estimated competence .

However, we still do not know whether spatial anxie ty, self-estimated

way® nding competence , and way® nding speed relate to landmark or

route direction preferences independently from each other or in¯ uence

each other and then predict gender-related environmental preferences.

Kitchin’ s (1996b) conceptual schema of environme nt ± behavior inte raction

may help to explain some of these associations . He proposed that

way® nding activitie s as well as environme ntal knowle dge acquisition are

based on emotionally biased memory-processing systems. A participant

discriminates and memorizes environmental information through real-

world activitie s. This information is stored in long-te rm memory associate d

with its emotional context (e.g., success in way® nding, worry about

becoming lost) . The subsequent selection of particular environme ntal cues

for memory acquisition is guide d by the previously stored information. The

emotional state ® lter works as a mediator of these decision-making

processes. A participant may then decide to use diffe rent environme ntal

cues (e.g., route directions, landmarks) in environme ntal behavior. Kit-

chin’ s mode l also propose d that emotionally biased environme ntal learn-

ing starts with the beginning of real-world activitie s. Early environme ntal

experience may therefore be one crucial factor that primes the memory-

processing system to gender differences. From the age of 8 onward, boys
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show an extended home range (Matthews, 1986) and a higher complexity of

home range activitie s (Schmitz, 1998) compared with girls. A more restricted

early environmental experience leads to a higher score in spatial anxie ty and a

lower score in self-estimated way® nding competencies (Schmitz, 1998) . Boys

recall more routes and route directions in maps of an unknown environme nt,

whereas girls give greater emphasis to landmarks (Matthews, 1987; Schmitz,

1997) . Thus, gender-related way® nding behavior and preferences in environ-

mental strategies deve lop at the latest in adole scence .Women and men possi-

bly rely on such learned preferences, especially in exploring an unknown

environment. Lawton (1994, 1996) found that more anxious adults (more

women) reported stronge r reliance on the route strategy compared with the

con® gurational strategy (more men). The current results indicate that, within

the route strategy, the preferred use of route directions seems to be still asso-

ciated with self-estimated way® nding competencies and higher way® nding

speed. Only for women does the representation of landmarks still relate pre-

dominantly to spatial anxie ty.

Finally, there may be other mediators that have to be inve stigated to

explain the varie ty of sometimes contradictory results on gender diffe rences

in environmental strategie s. In this study, the participants ’ ® rst experiences

through way® nding in the unknown environme nt were not standardize d.

There were participants who trave led the ® rst run with no errors compared

with others who made a lot of errors (wrong turns, going back some corridors

and trying again) . Thus, diffe rent participants initially gained diffe rent sets

of information that may have in¯ uenced their way® nding decisions as well

as the ir acquisition of environme ntal knowle dge. Those who made more er-

rors in the middle of the way® nding task (second way® nding run) preferred

landmarks in the following environme ntal representation. This may be a hint

that error performance is also associated with landmark preferences. How-

ever, the strong reduction of errors from runs 1 to 2 did not show individual

permanencie s. Participants who made more errors in the ® rst run did not

make fewer or more errors in the second run compared with those who ® rst

trave led the corridors more or less correctly. Gender-related diffe rences in

errors failed to reach signi® cance, and errors in run 2 could not predict prefer-

ences in environmental representation independently. To con® rm possible

associations between these parameters, additional studie s have to be carried

out by previously giving a guide d tour through a more complex building

(more error possibilitie s) for all participants .
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